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A MODEL FOR IMPLEMENTING A CAREER EDUCATION ,SYSTEM

r

T.'Antoinetee Ryan

University of Hawaii

Abstract

A model for implementation of a career,, education delivery system

is presented. The three major elements in the delivery system are de- 0

fined, and the relationships among the planning, implementing, and evalu-

ating activities are pointed out. The implementation function is ana-

lyzed, and each of the, eleven subsystems involved in implementing career

edecation.is cons/
v

red.
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Elements in a Career Education Delivery S stem

Careen education refers to the,process of systematically providing

2

experiences of awareness, exploration, and preparation, together with

placement and follow-306.4,ctivitUs facilitate and contribute to the

optimum dev.e.3orrnariffrogN.Alual with implementation of the per-

son's occupational roles in a.healthy self-concept. A system is an

organize for "i.4:.Z.):11,g;hrili,;....:5:tii.4Air ..-:- up of interacting

and inie -:77I.
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of actat

for the purpose

Three major func-

tions must be carried Out in the process of providing career education

to any group of indiv 0g, These functions,
----- 4411terr.""

constituting the necessary elements for delivery of career education,

are: planning, implemIntation, and evaluation.

Planriing is conce ed.with assessing needs, articulating

goals, and objectives, roducing possible strategies for achi

performance objectives, evaluating the alternatives, and sele

beat possible strateg4 In planning career education, analys

environment is Made A a model is synthesized and simulated.

tation "is the actual doing of what was planned, using the se

and strategies" (Kau man: 1972, p. 134). In the career educat

ery system, the imp mentation stage begins with the establish

"preconditions requ red for the new concepts to gain a footing

`Evans, Mackin, and

a climate of readi

as developing or o

arranging facilit

Implementation al

angum, 1972, p. 149), and this involves se

goals, sub-

ving the

ting the

s of the

Implemen-

cted tools

on deity-

ent of

' (Hoyt,

ing that

iess and support is established and maintain d, as well

taining equipment and materials, training Orsonnel,

es, scheduling time, and providing needed fin nces.

o involves the tryout of the various componen s of the
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system, as well as testing the completed prototype before the total sys-

tem is launched and maintained. Evaluation is the third function of the

career education delivery system. Evaluation is concerned with determin-

ing how well the assessed needs have been met, and establishing the ef-

fectiveness of the system in achieving the performance objectives. Both

formative and summative evaluations must be carried out. Variables are

defined, effectiveness criteria are established, measurements taken, and

results are interpreted and reported.

This paper is addressed primarily to the implemerption of career

education. However, due to the interrelatedness of planning, implementa-

tion, and evaluation in the actual provision of career education in the

real-life situation, consideration will be given to planning and evalu.1

ating activities which most directly relate-to implementation.

Relation of Implementation to Planning and-Evaluation

Each function in the system can be identified and separated into its

component parts, and the relationships within and between the major

functions can be determined.

A model depicting the three major functions to be carried out in

delivering career education, and the interrelatedness of these functions,

is shown in Figure 1.

Insert Figure 1 about here

Inspection of the model in Figure 1 shows that each of the three ma-

jor functions is comprised of three subsystems. Producing a model involves

analysis'of the real-life environment (1.1), synthesis of a model (1.2),

and'aimulating to test the model (1.3). Implementation begins at the

same time as model production, rather than after the model is completed,
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as is often implied or suggested. Implementation involves preparing or

getting ready to put the system into operation, actually starting the

system operation, and, finally, maintaining on a continuing basis the

operation of the system. The third function is evaluation, and this in-

volves, first, defining variables to be evaluated, and then establishing

criteria of effectiveness. After it/has beefi determined just what is to

be evaluated and what will constitute effectiveness criteria, the next

task is to develop or obtain available instruments and techniques appro-

priate for measurement. Finally, the measurements are taken, results
;1r

are analyzed, and findings are reported.

'Effective implementation of a system depends on having strong

relationships between the implementation subsystems and the subsystems in

the two other major functions. Ryan (in press) has pointed out the

portanceebf systematization in system design. This refers to the require-
.

ment of having strongly established relationships among the parts of a

system. The analysis of the real life environment, which is carried,out

1

as a first step in producing a model, and the preparation for emen-

tation are interrelated. Each of-these activities depends on and con-

tributes to the other. This is shown in the flowchart model (Figure 1)

by the mutually reciprocal signal paths (1.1)(2.1).

In preparing for implementation, data is collected and information

is obtained which will be used in synthesizing the model (2.1) -,P(1.2).

Furthermore, preparation for imAementation involves getting ready for

and providing funds to conduct the evaluation (2.1)--0.(3.0). The sys-,

tem cannot start (2.0) until the preparation for implementation has been

completed (2.1) and the model has been synthesized (1.2), and simulated

(1.3) until it has been freed of bugs and malfunctions. The dependence

of system operation on prior preparation for implementation and completion

1/4)
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of the model is shown in the flowchart model (Figure 1) by the signal

paths (2.1)--4`(2.2).
(1.3)-d.

Simulation'of the model involves the use of measumement techniques,

perhaps a computer. This is shown by the signal path from (3.2) to

(1.3). Thus, evaluation actually begins before the model is finished

and continues, throughout the life of the system. The variables to be

evaluated _and the criteria of effectiveness are spelled out in the syn-

thesized model when goals and objectives are defied. This information
4-

is fed forward to the evaluation funCtion (1.2) (3.1).

Maintenance of the system is accomplished by the continuous feed-
. -----7

back from formative evaluations, thereby moyritoring quality control and

)
_ , ..._

directing adjustments in the operatinygiem. 'A closed loop is created

as data from the operati stem -.3) is. continuously fed to the meas-

urement subsystem (3.3), where data a_ana4yzed and results together
.,--

with recommendations for modifications and continuance of existing

operations are fed back to the operators (2.3)'. Thi closed loop is

shown in the model in Figure 1 by the signal paths ( .3) (3.3)-40-

(F) --4.(2.3).

From the analysis of the relation of implementation to planning and

evaluatiorr,--it- can be seen that the activities involvld in implementing

career education depend on both planning and evaluatioh. For the career

education delivery system to be effective, each of the three major func-

tions must be working at optimum level, and the interactions or exchanges

between implementation, planning, and evaluation must bel taking place.

In an analysis of the systems approach, Ryan (in. press) klas made it clear
oi

that a system in which any element is either missing or working at less

than optimal lever, or-in which the necessary interactions are not tak-

ing place, will be seriously curtailed in operatingeffectiveness.

7



With this frame of reference it is possible now to look in detail

at the implementation function. This will be accomplished by identi-

fying the components which make up implementation, and describing each

one.

Analysis of Career Education Implementation

The implementation of career education involves three major func-

tions: preparation, initiation, and maintenance. Preparation involves

getting ready to deliver career education. Initiation of the delivery

system is made through pilot testing and field testing. Maintenance re-

\

fers to full scale operation. Preparation must take place before initia-

/
tion, and initiation must precede maintenance. Preparation for imple-

mentation is the most complicated, and in a sense the most critical. If

adequate and systematic preparations are no -arried out, there will be

difficulties in initiating the s tem and subsequent problems in trying

to maintain the system. Without adequate preparation, the chances of

undue expense and untold problems at a later time are increased many-

,'
fold. A model of_the implementatiob'fOnctton_fs shown in Figure 2.

Insert Figure 2 about here

13REPARE FOR IMPLEMENTATION (2.1)

Inspection of Figure 2 shows that the first step in implementing

career education i_ s preparation (2.1). It also can be seen that there

are elen separate adilvities carried out in the course of preparing,

for implementation: conducting public relations, setting policy, or-

ganizing committees and staff, arranging community participation, ar-.

ranging institutional participation, scheduling time, developing pro-
.

gran; guides, developing staff, developing or obtaining softWare and-
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'1'v-hardware, and arranging facilities. These vitally important activities

are closely related to each other, and also influence either directly or

indirtctly the activities involved in planning,'as well as, the evaluation

of the system. To a large degree the success of implementation is re-

lated to the extent to which the various activities involved in the pre,

paration stage are systematically carried out. Some activities should

occur simultaneously. In some instances the relationship between acti-

vities is reciprocal; in other cases, it is sequential.

CONDUCT PUBLIC RWTIONS/INFORMATION SERVICE (-.1.1). It is doubt-

ful if any career education delivery system can succeed without an ade-

quate program of public relations and information service. A carefully

planned promotional program should be organized and carried out- to stim-

ulate interest in career education, to make the public aware of the nee" .

for and the benefits to be derived from career 'education, to develop

general understanding of the career education concept. An effective

public relations program will present information through formal meet-

ings, commercial television, local radio stations, and local newspapers.

A..concarted effort must be made to reach members of the local power

structure on a person-to-person basis. Programs should be prepared

and presented to groups of parents, employers, and community organiza-

tions. Each program should be specifically tailored for the target

group to which it will be presented. The presentation of planned pro-
/

grams should incorporate utilization of audio-visual aids. The public

relations program must be planned as a single function, implemented

through a variety of strategies. This will insure that the &writ' mes-

sage is being conveyed through the various avenues, and avoid confusion

which comes from having one message being given, in one place and a dif-

ferent message being presented in another. 'It only creates confusion,
A

9
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for example, if paren,ts are given one concept of career education in-a

community program, and at the same time the local television station ip

preeenting a different concept. .It is essentiel for the planner's of a

,career eduCation system to be involved in the public relations program.
£14

Unless those who are responsible for Producing the model actually take

part in pldnning the public relations and information service program,

there is nd'imy to achieve effective public relations or to obtain the

'support career education must have 'Co succeed.

In the model (Figure 2) the signal path from ESTABLISH CONCEPTUAL

FRAMEK to CONDUCT PUBLIC RELATIONS/INFORMATION SERVICE (1.1.1)

(2.1.1) established the relationship between the planners and the pub-

lic relations program. The model also points to the continuing nature

of public relations. It can be seen that one of the functions of the

advisory committee is public relations -4.2.1.1). Since the

Committee is actively involved in the total system implementation, this

means public relations will be going on all, the time. It also can be

seen that public relations involves community participation, and at the

same time the extentto which members of the community become involved

in career education depends to some extent on the effectiveness of the

information service and the public relations program. This mutually

reciprocal relationship is shown in the model by the signal paths

(- .1.1)4=(2.1.5).

An important purpose of the public relations program is to estab-

lish the kind of support base that is needed for getting enabling legis-

lation and local policies enacted. In a systematically implemented ca-

reer educationyrogram, the public relatiofis function is carried out as

a means to getting legislation enacted and policies set. In any situ-

ation, information will be communicated.
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When this communication is unplanned there is apt to be a 1 of misin-

. formation reaching those in the power structure, ancrthe res its can
.

seriously impede implementation of career education in thatiparticular

setting. The signal path, (2.1.1) ----(2.1.2), establishes he sequence

for conducting public relations as a prerequigite,to establishing poli-

cy.

ESTABLISH ENABLING LEGISLATION/SET POLICY (2.1.2). Hoyt et al.k

(1974), in making a strong case for having legislation passed to support
f

career education, identified nine Aspects of the delivery system requir-

ing some kind of, legislative backing:

1. elementary, middle, secondary, post-secondary, and continuing

education programs

2. business and industry programs

3. work-study programs

4. vocational guidance

5. plaement
Y II

',6. Curriculum development and materials devdlopment

T. professional personnel development

8. parent educatiOn and homemaking,

9. research and 'development

It is not sufficient to get.legialation passed4to support career

education. It is equally imporCabt to have career education establiShed,

as a'high priority in the particular local setting. It is important

for Chose involved in planning the system and producing a model for the

system to take part in planning the strategy for getting needed l 'egisla-

tion and policies established. The goals, subgoals, and objective's which

are defined in the model must be cOmpdtible with the mission and must

derive from the 'philosophy of the particular institution or agency.
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This compatibility of institutional or agency mission and the career edu-

cat on delivery system goals is accomplished largely throughhavkhg the *N

plan er who know the conceptual framework, for the model, involved in

getting needed legislation and policy enacted. Hoyt et al. (1974) em-

phasize the fact that educational objectives derive from policy, which,

in turn, is determined by boards, legislatures, or other governing bod-

ies. It is important to have some kind of policy statement which estab-

lishes career education an an important part of the mission for thc par.-

ticula-r setting. Hoyt et al. (1974) give an example of the kind of pol-

4 icy statement what' is needed:

The liorit-e oi the State of California do enact as folldwa:,

The Legislature heveby recognizes that it is the policy of
the State of California to provide educational opportunity to
every individual to the end that every student leaving school
should be prepared to enter the world of work; that every stu-i
dent who graduates from any state-sup$ostededucitional'institu-
tion should have sufficient marketable skills for legitimate
remunerative employment; and that every qualified and eligi-
ble adult citizen should be afforded' an ediacatiortal opportu-

nity to become' suitably employable in some remunerative field
of employment. 196)

1974) also have presented a simply stated resolution

of a local school,district which exemplifies the kind of policy st,ate-

ment which is needed at the level of the institutional or local agency:

We belteve that it should be the policy of our school district
to provide career education fore all youths and adults of the
district, to- the end that no student drops out of School. who
/is not prepared to enter the world of work, that no. student

graduates who does not.have salable 'skills for productive
work or college education, and that no adult is denied an -.
educational opportunity to become properly employed.

The statements which are presented in the statelaw and the local

4.0

0.

4 ,

school district resolution establish career ation as a priority,
.

They reflect..a commitment to career education and give a. sense of,gen7-

.

.
40tral direction. Howeier, they do not establis the end product.

.

These,
.. - it,

' et '
0

P

" , . . 4 , .41, .4-2,

.., .. ,, ... . .

a
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are policy statements, m goals o ectives. The goals and ob-

jectives, however, will Determined in part by hat is set forth in

the policy%statements.

Another kind of enabling legisla n is found in appropria ion acts,

in which funds are earmarked specificaily to supp6it the various com-

ponents of career education. This is shown in the medel/Tigure 2) by

the siulal p,Als, (2.1.2) --e-(2.1.3).

r
... I

ALLOCATE/PROVIDE FUNDS (2.1.3). There is probablyno functi -on in

the preparation for implementation more critical than this one relat-

ing to the allocation and provision of financial support for the ca-

reer education delivery system. In carrying out this function, costs

at determined and all essential funding arrangements are made. Fund-
/

sing may come from a variety of sources. It is important for all funds.-

to be determined in advance and requestsor applications sent to ap-

propriate funding sources well before the deadline dates. In the plan-

ning for funding, cost itemsehould be assigned bey category, thereby

facilitating cost-benefit analyses. Funds will be requirealor c

ducting public relations, supporting committee activitie4, de4elOp=

tent of the car6r education program guide, staff developmeI;

ware and softwidCI facilities. pese elements are all part of the--1

preparation fox implementation. Funds also are needed to support the

pilo .mod field testing which are done in initiating the. system, as

well as for actually operating the system. Funds must be budgeted to

support botn planning and evaluation functions.

Some kind of program guide or curriculum guide is needed for the

delivery of car r education. The development of such a guide is part

of prepir ion or implementing the system, and this will require an

adequate budget o support development activities. Special orientation

13

4
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and training programs for those who will use the guides m st be figured

into the budget. In figuring the budget for training, it portant

to allocate funds for stipends, travel, salaries, honoraria, materials,

services, and facilities. FuncN to either purchase or develop hardware

and software to be used in implementing the system must be provided.

All software, including staff training materials, evaluation forms, and

curriculum materials, and all hardware, should be itemized and incor-

porated in the budget. Costs for teaieoks, workbooks, pamphlets,

manuals, and other ess.g.atial publications should be calculated and in-

-
cluded in the,bUdget. It is important to calculate costs of implemen-

tation.;aCcarding to preparation, initiation, and maintenance categories.

cilitate cost-ibenefit analyses.

all costs h een d termined, accounting procedures must

lished. Two effective techniques which implethent a system ap-,

pvaiCh are Program,Evaluation Review Technique (PERT); and Prsogram

inning and Budgeting System (PPBS). A,,,PERT cost diagram will pro-

vide an efficient way to account for costs ielMplementation. The PERT

cost system should be used "to aid in development of a more realistic

r
project estimate; to compare estimated and actual costs at any selected

point in the program; to help determine the best allocation of resources

to project activities; and to forecast to01 project costs based upon

gram cost position throughout the project" (Cook, 1966, p. '3?).

itica nature of the furing function in implementation of

41141111111h4
career.4.---.

''..44;

'lite' is poin "`..in the flowchart model (Figure 2)

which . ^ - : .-*Ivlier." .- out from the ALLOCATE/PROVIDE

FUNDS function

ESTABLISH ADVISORY COMMITTEE/ORGANIZE STAFF (2.1.4). A set of

working committees and a program staff"must be organized before career
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education can be delivered. The organization of the advisory committee

should follow the first stage of the public information program. It i&

foolhardy to appoint people to an advisory committee, unless they first

know what the program is all about. This sequential relationship is

shown in the flowchart model (Figure 2) by the signal path (2.1.1)

(2.1.4). After information about career education hes_reached the pub-

lic in a particular area, then an organizational meeting can be called

and invitations issued to delegates representing business, industry,

labor, education, social services, corrections, civic groups, volunteer

groups, special interest/minority groups, and the target learner groups.

It is important that the agenda of this organizational meeting be the

responsibility of those who are responsible for-a0e-roping the career-c

education delivery system model. The program should be devoted primarily

to the presentation of the procedures and results, of the analysis of the

existing situation and the tentative structure of the coneptual frame-

work. Statements of policy and documents of enabling legislation should

.0,

be presented and explained. lieyeet al. (1974) recommend the use of

audio-visual aids as much as possible in the presentations given during,

this meeting. After an information input period, followed by a discus-

sion period, the participants should beassigned to four groups: steer-

ing,. institutional planning, community planning, and research. A chair-

, man and recorder should be designated for each group, and a task assign-

ment sheet should besgiven to each chairman. The task assignment sheet

should state the purpose of the group, provide a list of tentative acti-

vixies,.'give a timeline of activities'and events., The task for each

group will be to organize, define objectivurimplethenting the stated

purpose, and plan'mathods for achieving the objectives.



The major purpose of the four groups will be as tQllows:

1. Steering Committee. To provide support for the executive func-

tion through public relations, liaison with policy-making groups, advice

about program development, and evaluation.

2. -Institutional Planning Committee. To arrange institutional

participation, contribute to synthesis of the model, and inventory of

institutional resources.

3. Community Planning Committee. To arrange community participa-

tion, contribute 3synthesis of the model, and inventory of community

resources.

4. Research Committee. To contribute to development of the pro-

gram guide, the delivery system model, and the staff development activi-

ties.

The steerrit committee functions as an executive body, providing

general direction, coordinating activities, and reporting to offic

bodies and agencies inside and outside the setting. The eiing com-

"tee provides advice to the program directo o has

/ity for and is accountable for ementingt

The institutional committee works with institutiona staff to in-

troduce change into the existing program. This group must determine

how career /6ciuzation can fit into the ongoing system. The members of

this committee must take part in analysis of the existing programs and

resources, and also should make suggestions for determining alternatives

to achieve objectives of career education.

The community committee has an important part-to play in the lit-

plementation of a career education system, since career education in-
,

volves the liaison of institution and community. This committee must

identify career education resources in the community that are outside

4
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the institution, and provide for assessing these resources so they can

be- available ai learning experiences. This committee must conduct the

community census which is pare,of the, analysis'of the exist" ation

carried out in planning ,the system. This commfttee must classify and

assess all volunteers and aLi 1-- leg resources in the community, and

must also develop plan utilizing the learning experiences which are

outside the institution to ac reer education objectives.

The research committee s respo sible-f llecting-informay.on

and reports on observation and asse sments of the-career education im-
--,

plementations in other settings, as well as the reported results of

''',

exemplary and experimental programs, research, and development projects.,_21t7:--__

The advisory committee is an important part of implementing ca-:

we)
rsIt is through this element that leadehip and ener -
7--_____

gY rovidtedto see that all the parts of the system are presen
.- ----------,.

and func ning at optimum level. r.-
1

--::::'------..
----

, .

ARRANG 02 TY PARTICIPATION (2.1.-5). The deli-vexy of career
..,

reer development.

education in any setting requires active participation of the community.

An essential prerequisite to the implementation of career education is

_the preparation of the community for its part-in the system operation.

This is ieved as subsystem (2.1.5) is out, and arrangements

are made for various elements in the community too participate in the ca..,

reer education program. The community planning committee which was or- 4

ganized in (2-.1";-4-A) playst a tive part in arranging community parti-
nw

tion. One of the important functions of the committee is making

an inventory of community resources, ese resources

for the career education delivery system. It is important to identify

available resources, and to describe ways in which a facility, person,

hardware, or software might contribute to a career education experience.
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The success of career education depends in large me sure on .the extent

to which community resources are used to. achieve carer education goals.

Sessions (1972) has made the point that it is not encigh for organized

labor to be involved in career education; rather, uni of organized

labor must actively participate in the program. This means that ex-

periences and activities will be provided by community agencies, and

much of the career education program will take place in the community.

For career education to be successful, it is essential that the

delivery system be implemented in the'.context of cooperation and parti-
,,,

cipation. The potential of career educat17 can never be realized if

local school systems, state agencies, or institutions attempt to work

in isolation from each other or from other agencies in the community.

ARRANGE INSTITUTIONAL PARTICIPATION (2.10). The delivery of ca-

reer education experiences to any group of learners will involve parti-

cipation of the institution or agency in which the learners are enrolled,

as well as the larger community. The institution could be a school,

in which case the administration, instruction, and support services

must take part in providing career education experiences to the learn-

ers. If the institution were a correctional facility, the administra-c

Lion, security, treatment, and prisbri industry would have to take an

active prt in providing awareness, exploration, and preparation ex-

Periences as well as engaging in placement and filllow-up activities.

The use-alai aspect in arranging institutional participation is get-.

ting a commiement from each department or functional unit to take part

in proylAing-ctifir education to the individUals enrolled in the insti-

tution. One of the first things to do in getting institutional parti-

4patiOn is to inventory the resour6s available in the institution or

ate
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In arranging for institutional participation it is' essential to

bear in mind that implementation of career_admEarron does not require

additional components Within the e stin educational system, but rather

a conceptual change throughout the system (Hoyt, et al., 1974). The

need is not so much for new personnel as for reorientation of the exict-

--
ing professional staff.

SCHEDULING TIME (2.1.7). Scheduling time is the translation of a

plan into a timetable with calendar dates specified for starting and

completing the various segments of the delivery system. In preparing

implementation a timetable must be worked out for getting the pro-

gram guide develpped, obtaining or developing hardware and software,

training staff, and arranging for facilities. The timetable also must

specify the target dates for pilot testing field testing, and, final-

ly, full scale operation. Each activity must be scheduled according to

the time which will be required to complete it. Time whiOh is allotted

to an activity can be expanded or reduced, depending on the actual situ-

ation, as long as the outside time parameters are satisfied. After a

time schedule has been prepared, a chart should be made to show .the in-

*terrelationships among the various components and to give a picutre of

the total operation against a timeline. Critical points should be i-

dentified, to insure that prerequisite activities are accomplished in

time. Suffi ent time should be allotted for each activity. A PERT/
N...k

Time diagram c n be used to establish a logical work breakdown struc-

ture against a time framework': A PERT diagram will'identify events and

activities. Events are outcomes which do not consume time or resources

and which occur at specific points in time. Activities consist of work

which must be performo'd befoLe an event can occur. Activities consume

time and resources.

*-)
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DEVELOP PROGRAM GUIDE (2.1.8). In developing any new product a
"U.

guide to its use should be produced so that...those who use the product

will be able to get the most from its use. Unless a product is used as

the producers intended, -it is not likely that the full potential will

be derived from the product. Career education,can be likened to a new

--- product, and those who are to be involved in implementing the delivery

system of career education need a guide,to direct their activities. The

model (1.2.4) is used to identify concepts to be expanded into modules

of learning activities.

The career education program or curriculum guide, which presents

the learning modules in an organized manner, should per the theory or

rationale behind career educ,on, the conceptual frame Of reference

within which the delivery system model was developed. The guide s'hould

explain all the specific procedures involved in delivery of career edu-

cation. It should indicate instruments of evaluation to be used,and

should emphasize the importance of feedback.

A career education guide should present the gaalslind subgoals to

be iniplemented, and should give examples of learner objectives, together

with descriptions of learning activities which could be used to achieve

the different objectives. The learner objectives and learning experi-

etces provided in the guide should be tried out on a,sample of individ-

uals like those who will constitute the learner group when the system

is in operation. The guide should also contain supplementary informa-

tion, such asdixectories of sources of career education hardware and

software, references, and descriptions of commercially prepared carper

education materials.

RECRUIT /SELECT /DEVELOP STAFF (2.1.9). In implementing career

cation, staff recruitment and selection probably are not as critical as ,

20
4
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staff development. Since career education is not an additional program,

but rather a reconceptualization of an existing program, itis unlikely

that there will be need for recruiting new staff other than someone re-

sponsible for coordinating the total system. The signal path (2.1.9)---40.

(2.1.4.1) shows that program staff working with the steering committee

should be selected carefully. It is important that anyone with respon-
A

sibility for coordinating the total roughly familiar with

career education concepts_and enthusiastic about the potential benefits

Vto be derived from implementation of the system.

Staff training is a critical function, and the success of implement-

ing career education depends in large measure on the way, An which this

function is carried out. Staff involved in pilot and field testing,

Ns well as those who will be actualy responsible for installation

and maintenance of the system will be working with materials and equip-

ment, using methods and techniques of presentation, employing modes of

thought and concepts which are new. To insure the,effectiVe utiliza.

(
tion of the materials, training and orientation procedures must be ini-

tiated. The orientation should reassure the staff person of hisor her

role in the delivery system, and give a broad overview of the career

education system. Training should be provided at two levels: basic

and adVanced. In the basic training participants should develop their

ccapabilities for using new materials and techniques, should expand

their vision of the environment in which career education takes place,

4Ir .and develop a thorough understanding of the conceptual framework for

career education and the nature of the career education delivery system.

Career education relies heavily on individualization of instruction.
C-)

Most staff members will need training in diagnosing needs of individuals ,

Oat

and prescribing appropriate learning experiences to contribute to the
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career development of the individual. Staff members need to know the

relationships of career educationfto other programs, and must acquire

/'skills for infusing career education-experiences into all aspects of

the educational system. AdVancod training should be primarily training

folOdeadership roles. Ideal advanced training should follow closely
/

after basic training. This makes it possible to build-on the new know-
,.

ledge and skills which were developed in the basic program. Tf too

much time elapses after the basic training has been completed, time

will have to be-devoted to review and relearning. Selection of purr

ticipants for advanced training is extremely important. Those selec-

ted should be from among those who completed the basic p ogrra success-

fully, and selection should be made in terms of demonstrated potential,

for implementing leadership roles. In the advanced Program it is im-

portant to have a cross section of participants coming from a variety

of settings. Hoyt et al. (1974) have /stressed the importance of pro-

,

viding for cross fertilization of ideas and the interchange of successr--7,-

ful methods and experiences. The basic program can use the seminar,

workshop, or institute format. The advanced program should include an

internship experience, in addition to the semina or workshop4 From

the pool of individuals hav artidipated in the training program,

teams of trainers can be constituted to provide continuing in-service

training to staff members of any given institution or agency. The bas-

ic training can be given on a regional basis, and the advanced training

should be arranged for a central location within astate with represen-

tatives from each of the regions participating. This will result in

training teams comprised of a team leader, who has participated in both

basic and adVanced training, and two or three team members from the

basic program. These,training teams can design training systems for

22.
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local settings and deliver this kind of career education training th;ough

'a variety ofiformats, including, the mini-workshop or seminar, weekend

"retreats, or regular staff meetings.

Staff development for a career education delivery system also re-

quires orientation for personnel out ide the institution or agency.

Hoyt et al. (1974) have pointed ou that administrators, counselors,

teachers, coordinators, and community workers are key persons in the

implementation of career education. Some orientation must be provided

to administrators, support personnel, community leaders, and4parents..

University teaches` trainers must be orienttd to career education. Prep-

aration.prograths for teachers, counselors, and administrators must in-

tegrate career education concepts and meJiOdt-inta_their respective

and in-service curricula (Gysbers, et al.,., 1974).

ti.The-figure of career education is such that no individual in any-

institution or agency can be considered outside the system, and many

outside the institution or agency must be considered inside the system.

Parents and family members must informed of the intent of the system. .

Members of governing boardWlegislators, and those in e power struc-

ture must be informed.lin the flowchart model (FigUre this relation-
.

ship Between staff development and the infordati n 'service is shown

r'
the signal path (2.1.9) -41, (2.1.1). Orie ttion of parents,

members and community groups can b de through letter, meetings, and

television. The training- function' also must reach tho e who,are in-

volved in planning the system and developing the delivery system model,

as well ap those with eValuation responsibilities. `The flowchart model

(Figure 2) shows these relationships in the signal paths going from

(2.1.9) to (1.1.1) and (3.0). The time schedule. for staff development

must be worked out early in the process of preparing for implemen55tiori,

23
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The schedule must provide an integrated sequencing of basic and advanced

training, which must precede the time set for initiation of the system.

Staff training also must be part of efforts to develop hardware and

software and in'the development of the pro ram guide. The time sched-

ule for training should he such that event ally each person involved in

the delivery of career education will have the knowledge and skills for

implyenting his or her role in the delivery system:

DEVELOP /OBTAIN SOFTWARE/HARDWARE (2.1.10). A vitally important

part of makingpreparations for implementation is the development of

materials to be used in providing experiences of awareness, exploration,

and preparation. It ordinarily is nbt necessary to develop hardware,

as this most likely can be obtained co II 11 ercially. It also is possible

that much of the commercially available software can be used. However,

there probably will be need to develop some materials designed especial-

ly for the target learner group. The model (1.2.4) is used in develop-

ing materials and selecting hardware. The program guide (2.1.8) also

is used, since the guide contains description of various learning activ-

ities involving use Of hardware/software combination. The materials

which are developed are contained.in the listing of career education

materials presented in the guide.

All Vtaterials must go, through the developmental stages of explora-

tion or si\tiulation, pilot testing, and field testingt with revisions

based on fe dback from the testing runs. Since )ge career education

concept was introduced in'the U. S. Office of jducation, a multitude of

t

new educational products has been produced. ome of these materials .

..,

have been subjected to rigorous validation procedures, and others have

had only; limited testing. titensive testing and evaluation are not es--
sential to the development of\all career education products. In some

24
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instances, one demonstration of the product's capability for attaining

particular career education objectives may be sufficient. It often is
o

possible to perform a cost-benefit analysis of product use with a rel-

atively small, isolated group, just as reliably as with a large group

spread over a wide, geographic area.-

ARRANGEFACILITIES/SITES (2.1.11).- Arrangements must be made for

test sites and facilities, as well as for the eventual installation of

the career education system in the various institutions in a given

situation,'

A number of variables need.to be considered in selecting sites

for testing components as well as the total system. Geographic con-

siderations shOuld be made in selecting test sites. If the career.edu-

cation system is being designed for a localized target populationriien

the system components will be tested over a considerably smaller geo..

graphic area than when the System is designed for widespread, general

use. In cases where the system involves use of large, expensive

pieces of hardware,/the cost of transportation, installation, and main-

tenance can make it ufea4..ble to have widely dispersed test sites. It

is important to consider the availability of technical assistance, both

human and mechanical resources, during testing and subsequently when

1 '

IsyStem ia,in full-scale operation.

__-

,
/ The tale/Sequence for installing the career education delivery

..,'

tem in a number, of settings must be considered carefully. It is

important in working out the time schedule to prepare a plan which will

provide for building on success. The sites selected for the early 111-

Stallation shouldr,be those with a history of openness to new ideas,
.

.

. ,

whey-initialistaff development will preceded the actual operation of

the career education program and where std -morale is high.=--
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INITIATE SYSTEM (2.2)

k4

241''

Many of the preparations for implementation must take place before

the system can be initiated. Some of the activities iPVolvecitin p(repar-
,

ing for implementation involve the testing functions whtChire carried

out in the initiation stage. Initiation of the career eduCationdeliV-
3

ery system is concerned primarily with pilot test and field testing.

CONDUCT PILOT TEST (2.2.1). There are two,arts/tpapilot tenting

the career education delivery system. .The first step is thd develop-
.

:. ,*
mental testing of the various segments of the system. In pilot est;

. - ;-.
#, %.,-

ing, preliminifY validation of the various, segmenis ofthe prototy'pey
,.. ", .

is made, and attention is directed to determining the most efficient.
. ',0

presentation of sequences for achieving the objectives and the ,beit.c8m-
,

binations of the elements in the system. 'Inc,the first part of Rildt

testing, each compopent is checked and revised according to feedback' .

from the test. This is shown in theflowChart model (Figure 2) by the

feedback signal path from (2.2.1) to (,.4. Before trying out the ca. .

reer education system as a whole, tests will be carried out to:'sep,AX
.

changes are needed in the public relations and information service

;
(2.1.1); if new pOlicy or legislation is reilt red (2.1:2); if changer

in the budget are needed (2.1.3); if the working Committees or program
_, ', , ,2,-,/

staff should be changed (2.1.4); if changesin/arrangemeits for commu-
,

,,,,--
,..

-pity participation (2.15) and institutional participation (2.1.6) are,
, .:

--

needed; if changes are needed in the program*guid (2,1:8); if,adjust2;.
.tf,4

. '

mexft's are needed in the time schedule (2.1.7) if modifications are
01

'needed it the stiff developmentprogram ( ); if *materials are,

*p

..
needed of changes are needed ip the ma vials which wereroduced to'

/
,

implement the guide (2.1.10); and if ustments%ere needed in the plan'

for instilling the system in locations (2.1.11). It is important.
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4.
in Carrying out the pilot test, which will involve only a limited sample

of learners) to select the sample with care. If the career education

system is to include the disadvantaged in the learner population, the

pilot test still can be done primik-ily at sites with largely middle

class learners, and only a small pilot run on a few disadvantaged learn-

ers. f the system is to be used with a broad, general popula n, the

._... sites for he pilot test should be analyzed in terms of such variables
-

as ethnic composition, maturity of learners, socioeconomic status of

learners. Any site selected for pilot testing should be fairly typical

of the sites where the career education system ultimately will be in..

stalled.
ti

CONDUCT FIELD TEST (2.2.2). The nest step in initiating the sys-

tem is field testing. The objectives are to determine the usefulness

and viability of the career education delivery system in a natural en-

vironment, like that in whic he system will be maintained. In field

testing consideration is given easuring effectiveness, costs,

durance, and potential.in a real-life situation. The successful func-

tioning of a completely assembled delivery system in a natural environ-

ment is a substantial empirical proof of a viable and useful system.

The field testing of a delivery system of career education will provide

a basis for comparing the system in one particular setting with career

education systems in other settings.

In pilOt testing (2.2.1) segments of the newly developed prototypi-
__

'cal system are tested and evaluated individually to determine their par-

ticular viabilities and also to establish the potential value of the

system as a whole. The segments are integrated into a working approx-

likt

(:111:41

tion of the complete system, and then tested to establish whether
t

`or z1-

ot the subsyste which worked well separately also can function
s

r.2



efficiently when synthesized into a whole/.

Field testing, on the other hand, is designed to tryout and to eval

26

uate the entire system under conditions as near as possible to the opera-

tional conditions which will prevail when the system is installed and'

maintained. This testing is done Cn-41.relatively large scale in a nat-

ural environment. The field testing of a career education delivery sys-

tem should make clear the correlation of particular learning experiences

with identifiable behavioral changes. In the field tests differential

effects of the career education program should be revealed, since these

tests will take into account the range of individual differences in the

learner group as well as the staff. It is possible that some parts o

the program can be effective with some learner groups, but with

others.

If the full ca abilities4of a career education program are to be as-

certained, ,the field t

enthusiastic, i

ould be made in a number of highly responsive,

settin An effort also should be made to in-

clude some of the less innovative settin in the array of test sit

to see how well thq system can function under less than optimal con-

tions. There is a relationship between evaluation and both pilot

I

0 and f d testing. This is,shown in the model (Figure 2) by the sig-

naL path (3.0) (2.2) .

Field.testing is the final essential 'step in the d pment and

, .

validation process prior to putting the system into full-sdale dpera-
.

tion.

MAINTAIN SYSTEM (2.3)

Once the career eduction program has been field

suggested revisions have been made, then it can --be

ated on a continuing basis. In maintai

d and any

the system, there must be
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a -closed loop from system operatioh to evaluation, to provide continu-

ous feedback and direct adjustments 4n the operating system. This is

shown in the model (Figure 2) by the signal paths (2'3'1),--76.* (3'3)
(3,3)-{y 4-<2.3.1).

INSTALL SYSTEM (2.3.1). Installing the career education program
t

in any given setting takes place according to the predetermined time

schedule (2.1.7). It is important that preliminary groundwork be car-

ried out so the environment is receptive. A sure way to force the fail.,-

ure of a career education system is to mandate installation from the

top down. A carefully planned and instituted system of information

dissemination and public relations (1.3.1) is a prerequisite to career

education installation (3.1.1) in any setting.

The staff must be prepared for their respective roles in delivery

of career education experiences before installing the program in any

particular location.. It will4Xo little if any good to mail career edu-

cation curriculum guides on a wholesale basis with an administrative

order to install the curriculum. Installation of career education re-

quires'an enthusiastic staff whose members believe in career education

and appreciate the implications and benefits both for themselves and

for-the learners in their particular setting.

OPERATE SYSTEM (2.3.2). Once the career educat on system is in

stalled in particular setting, then the o e ),,,i.oqp must be carried

out on a continuing basis with-experience of awarenee 'exploration,

and preparation being provided, and p cement and follow -up activities
se"

taking place. e system operatiyfi representa the interfacing of

learners, aff, and program. //Operation of the program and evaluation

occur p/ IlitrTebItsiki, and aluative f dback is-channeled back to direct

chaties in the operating_sye.5em.

Iokel 4.7
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In a considered analysis of evaluation, Stufflebeam (1968) stated,.

"The objective of process evaluation is to detect or predict, during

the implementation stages, defects- in the procedural design or its im-

plementation. The overall strategy is to identify and monitor, on a

continuing basis; the potential sources of failure in a project. These

include interpersonal relationsips among staff and students; communica-__

tion channels; logistics; understanding.of and agreement with the in-

tent of ehe'prograM by persons involved in and affected by it; adequacy

of the resources, physical facilities, staff, and time schedule" (p. 10).

Concl us ions

This model of career education implementation, defines three major

functigns which constitute the essential elements in the implementation

process. The model. emphasizes the interrelatedness of implementation

to both planning and evaluation of career education. The model, as-

suming a foundation of local initiative fosteredfand reinforced at re-

gional and national levela,`pEouides a viable means of realizing the

personal and social iotentif-Career ecipcation in any setting.(

"30
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